
Cultivating Compassion

“Ideological and other kinds of diversity are important on college campuses and in a liberal 
democracy because they cultivate tolerance, which in many ways is diametrical to our instincts. We 
have to learn to live side by side with values, opinions and ways of life that we don’t like. It’s 
crucial for the concept of tolerance that we speak out against what we disagree with. But there are 
limits.” 
PROMPT: Should ideological discourse and compassion be a responsibility of citizenship and higher education? 
How can we create spaces that promote this?

“If generational cohorts mostly agree on definitions of meaningful work, why was I getting so 
many requests for consulting?.. One of the most striking findings was that every generation 
perceived that the other generations are only in it for the money, don’t work as hard, and do not 
care about meaning.” 
PROMPT: Do your own experiences confirm or deny this divide? How can organizations cultivate compassion 
across roles, teams, generations, etc.?

“In an automated world, the gaze that meets our own might not be organic at all. There’s a 
growing chance that it will belong to a robot: a new and ever more pervasive kind of independent 
mind…But, if like-mindedness or mastery is our moral standard, why should artificial life with 
advanced brains and human guardianships be exempt? Until we can pinpoint animals’ claims on 
us, we won’t be clear about what we owe robots—or what they owe us.” 
PROMPT: What motivates compassion (or lack of) for other beings? Are there limits or boundaries for 
empathy and compassion? If so, are they valid?

“What if you could combine the emotional intelligence of Koko’s crowdsourced network with the 
scale of a massive social network? Was there a way to distribute the mental health resources of 
Koko more broadly, not just in a single app, but to anywhere people gathered online to socialize 
and share their feelings? Over the last year the team at Koko has been building a system that 
would do just that, and in the process, create an empathy layer for the internet.” 
PROMPT: Is technology a greater force for compassion or division? Why has Koko been successful so far?
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